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VICKREY’S ESSAY RUBRIC v. 5.3f

All formal papers in Vickrey’s classes will be graded using the following rubric. While each
assignment will have a specific assignment sheet that outlines and specifies the requirements for that
assignment, this rubric details the grading criteria fora well-considered, well-executed, and well-written
college essay. This rubric recognizes that all of the parts and features of a writing assignment can be
evaluated on their efficacy as a whole. The grade is based on the instructor’s assessment of the
effectiveness of the document as a whole with special consideration of the six listed elements below.
After the grading elements, you will find a description of essays that would receive letter grades from
“A” to “F.”

Grading Elements
In preparation for writing assignments this semester, you should familiarize yourself with the

grading criteria that are explained below. These elements are the fundamental criteria by which your
themes will be evaluated.

1. Originality and Discovery
2. Development of Central Idea
3. Organization of the Paper
4. Structure (Development of Sentences and Paragraphs) and Diction
5. Mechanical Conventions
6. MLA Forms and Research Component (as applicable)

1. Originality and Discovery
Generating and articulating concrete and specific information — This is the stage where facts,

feelings, examples, opinions, and images are recorded. Any clear-headed details are encouraged; in
fact, there can rarely be too many details. The primary component for this element of your paper is not
just a collection of details (especially not unrelated ones). You should be looking for a fresh, unique,
and innovative way of approaching your subject. Try to be different and original in thought and
expression. This category is also where stylistic finesse and a rich, artful manner of performance is
rewarded. Is yours a paper that the reader will want to continue reading, or even want to reread? Does
it include a distinctive voice?

2. Central Idea
Choosing supporting ideas around a central idea (we'll call it your thesis) — Now that there is a

body or a collection of details, they need to be composed around a central idea. What do these facts
say? What do you want to say about these facts? Do they add up to anything? What generalizations
will cover or explain these facts? How can you organize them? Look for patterns in the facts, in the
selection of facts, a central idea among the facts, possible topic sentences (secondary ideas), or a
controlling point of view (which will assure some consistency to specific details and tone/attitude). Your
central idea (thesis) is the opinion that your essay will validate with relevant supporting details.

3. Organization
Developing an organizational plan — This category assesses the relationships of the parts that

make up the whole of your paper. Do you have a central idea? Where should it be located? How do
you move from point to point in supporting your central idea? Do you have good transitional
expressions? What is your most impressive detail, and where should it go? Does your paper progress
logically from point to point? Your thesis (see Central Idea above) should introduce your opinion in the
first paragraph and be restated in your conclusion. In addition, your conclusion should present a clear
summary of your main points (with no new material or tangents added).
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4. Structure (Development of Sentences and Paragraphs) and Diction 
Revising for maturity and variety of structure in both sentences and paragraphs —  This is

another category where style (individuality of expression or even a calculated deviation from the norm)
and voice are important. While there are a limited number of basic sentence patterns in English, there
are limitless ways to vary those basic patterns. Have you depended too heavily on one or two sentence
or paragraph patterns? Is your paper varied, satisfying, and clear sentence after sentence, paragraph
after paragraph?

Choosing effective and correctly-spelled words matters in clear communication. Are the words
you have chosen the best possible words? Do they fit the overall tone or attitude of your paper? Have
you checked the spelling of every word about which you have any doubts? 

5. Mechanical Conventions
Conforming to the conventions of Standard English — Correct grammar is a hallmark of an

accomplished individual both in college and after college. It marks the writer as educated (and
concerned about looking educated) and leads to clear and precise communication with a minimum of
misunderstandings and a maximum of information transfer. Mechanical errors are often characterized
as major (sentence boundary errors and agreement errors) or minor (spelling, shifts, and most
punctuation errors). If you choose to deviate from standard English norms in the name of stylistic
pursuits (and I do not recommend such a move), you must inform me of your grammatical deviation in
an explanatory margin comment in your paper. Your comment must explain what the grammatical error
is and why you chose to make that error in your paper.

6. MLA Forms and Research Component (as applicable)
Conforming to MLA paper layout (margins, title, and page design) and, in papers with a

research component, making appropriate use of source material, integrating borrowed material into the
paper, and reference conventions (in-text references, parenthetical citations, and Works Cited page
form and citations) — These forms and research components are essential for academic writing. Have
you woven borrowed material into your paper in such a way as to not draw undue attention to the
source material? Have you used signal phrases to help integrate research items? Do you give
appropriate credit for all borrowed material? Is your paper laid out appropriately? How about
parenthetical citations - have you included the correct material in the citation? Have you included all of
your sources in the Works Cited page? Are your citations accurate, and do they conform to MLA
conventions?

Descriptions of Paper Grades
The "A" Theme: Rich and exceptional content, very interesting 

This paper commands attention and exceeds the requirements of the assignment.
1. Originality: The “A” paper shows clear originality of thought and expression. Stylistic finesse

and innovation are evident. Often includes a distinctive voice.
2. Development: A good thesis/central idea/argument is logically and effectively developed, well

supported, and dynamically illustrated.
3. Organization: Organization is clear and complete, and transitions are strong and effective.

The clear thesis appears in the introduction and is nicely restated in the conclusion. The
conclusion includes a clear and smooth summary of main points.

4. Structure and Diction: Sentences and paragraphs are mature in construction and
organization, as well as varied in structure. Language is sophisticated and concrete,
fresh and specific. 

5. Mechanical Conventions: Grammatical usage approximates the ideal standard with a
minimum or total absence of both major and minor mechanical errors.

6. MLA Forms and Research Component (when applicable): The paper should conform to all
applicable MLA forms, including MLA format. Borrowed material is appropriately used
and smoothly integrated into the text of the paper. MLA conventions are accurately
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represented in all citations and in the Works Cited list.

The "B" Theme: Good content and interesting
The "B" theme has good development and organization, but it is lacking in one or more areas what an
"A" theme accomplishes. This paper is clearly competent and meets or exceeds the requirements of
the assignment.

1. Originality: The “B” paper is somewhat less original and dynamic than an "A" theme. Shows
some stylistic subtlety and is more than competent. May illustrate a developing voice.

2. Development: Central idea shows good development.
3. Organization: Organization is clear and complete, and transitions are generally smooth. The

clear thesis appears in the introduction and is nicely restated in the conclusion. The
conclusion includes a clear and smooth summary of main points.

4. Structure and Diction: Development of sentences and paragraphs is good with some
variation in structure. Diction is still sophisticated and there are no glaring usage
problems.

5. Mechanical Conventions: Writing is almost free of major mechanical errors with a minimum
of errors overall, none of which obscure meaning.

6. MLA Forms and Research Component (when applicable): The paper should conform to all
applicable MLA forms, including MLA format. Most borrowed material is appropriately
used and smoothly integrated into the text of the paper, and most MLA conventions are
accurately represented in all citations and in the Works Cited list.

The "C" Theme: Usually has acceptable or average content
The "C" theme has the development that is expected at a given point in the semester and is generally
competent. This paper is satisfactory and meets the requirements of the assignment.

1. Originality: This paper may lack originality in content and expression and is usually less
interesting than either an "A" or "B" theme. May show minimal stylistic development.
May not include a distinctive voice.

2. Development: Develops a central idea with fair and reasonable, although perhaps
commonplace, support; has a well-reasoned thesis.

3. Organization: Organization is acceptable and without major problems, but not as clear or
complete as the "A" or "B" theme. Transitions may be bumpy or missing. The clear
thesis should appear in the introduction and should be nicely restated in the conclusion.
The conclusion includes a clear and fairly smooth summary of main points.

4. Structure and Diction: Sentences and paragraphs are satisfactorily constructed and
organized with reasonable variety. Diction is fairly appropriate and has sufficient
precision, but may lack variety and may be choppy.

5. Mechanical Conventions: The “C” paper includes few, if any, major mechanical errors and a
minimum of minor errors, some of which may occasionally obscure meaning.

6. MLA Forms and Research Component (when applicable): The paper should conform to all
applicable MLA forms, including MLA format. Borrowed material is used appropriately,
but may have a lapse or two in either smoothly integrating borrowed material into the
text of the paper or in accurately representing MLA conventions in citations or in the
Works Cited list.

The "D" Theme: Characterized by poor content
The "D" theme likely exhibits one or more of the following shortcomings. This paper shows serious
weaknesses, may not meet requirements of the assignment, and often seems hurriedly written or
poorly proofread.

1. Originality: Originality may be lacking.
2. Development: Logical development of a central idea may be absent, or a well-developed

thesis may be missing. Treatment of the topic may be rudimentary and unsatisfactory.
3. Organization: Organization is present but probably less than sufficient. The thesis (which
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may require some reworking) should appear in the introduction and is restated in the
conclusion but might be weak and in need of rewriting. The summary of main points in
the conclusion may be unclear or incomplete.

4. Structure and Diction: Sentences and paragraphs may be poorly constructed and may
frequently be awkward. Diction may be lame and ineffective.

5. Mechanical Conventions: Several mechanical errors may be present, they may intrude
noticeably on the comprehension, and what is written is may be limited to the most basic
patterns.

6. MLA Forms and Research Component (when applicable): The paper may not conform to
applicable MLA forms, including MLA format. Several errors in using and integrating
borrowed material or in MLA citations or the Works Cited list may be present.
Unintentional plagiarism may be evident.

The "F" Theme: Unacceptable content 
The "F" theme usually has any number of the following problems. It does not represent the quality of
work that  is necessary for a student to pass this class. The “F” paper has serious weaknesses and
likely does not meet some requirements of the assignment.

1. Originality: Originality may be lacking.
2. Development: Central idea or thesis may be missing or poorly developed. Subject

development may be elementary or incomplete.
3. Organization: Organization may be inadequate, perhaps grossly so. The thesis may be

missing or poorly developed in the introduction and may be unclear or not be restated in
the conclusion. The summary of main points in the conclusion may be incomplete or
missing.

4. Structure and Diction: Sentences and paragraphs may be poorly constructed and poorly
organized.
Diction may be inappropriate and ineffective.

5. Mechanical Conventions: The “F” paper may have egregious and unacceptable mechanical
errors, perhaps severe enough to make comprehension difficult.

6. MLA Forms and Research Component (when applicable): The paper may not conform to
applicable MLA forms, including MLA format. There may be significant errors in using
and integrating borrowed material or in MLA citations. May have incorrect in-text
citations or Works Cited documentation. Unintentional or intentional plagiarism may be
apparent.
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Writing and Critical Thinking
Good writing demonstrates critical thinking when it does the following.

• Remembering by...
• Remembering and knowledge of information about the generation of ideas, pre-writing, and
the writing process in general. 
• Demonstrating mastery of subject matter by an awareness of the recursive nature of the
writing process and a willingness to draft and revise.
• Showing a command of major and minor mechanical elements and the diction of college-level
writing.
• Listing content, identifying important elements, and describing events or ideas in a theme.

• Understanding by...
• Grasping and understanding information about the writing process that students remember
from this and other writing classes.
• Translating general knowledge about writing and about the subject into this new context of an
assigned theme.
• A student’s ordering and grouping of ideas, as well as drawing appropriate inferences from the
prompts.
• Constructing grammatically correct college-level sentences, paragraphs, and essays.

• Application by...
• Using information and theories about good writing, as well as information about modal
perspectives and various methods of discovery in themes.
• Solving problems presented by the essay prompt by making use of methods, theories, and
prior experience with writing.
• Constructing grammatically correct college-level sentences, paragraphs, and essays.

• Analysis by...
• Seeing patterns in the information and ideas generated by pre-writing and revision.
• Recognizing and identifying the most appropriate organization of the paper - introduction,
body, and conclusion, as well as major points.
• Connecting the various elements of the theme in a cogent form.
• Constructing grammatically correct college-level sentences, paragraphs, and essays.

• Evaluation by...
• Comparing and discriminating between possible elements to be included.
• Assessing the value of and making choices between various elements to include and optional
organizational patterns before settling on a final presentation form.
• Discriminating between word choices.
• Constructing grammatically correct college-level sentences, paragraphs, and essays.

• Creation by...
• Relating knowledge from previous experience in such a way as to meet theme assignments.
• Combining life experience (or essay analysis in 112) with theme prompts to meet assignment
requirements.
• Planning and designing, arranging and rearranging paper ideas into the most appropriate
pattern.
• Composing and inventing multi-page written responses to assigned prompts.
• Rewriting drafts of themes by moving points and ideas in different orders for the most
dramatic impact.
• Constructing grammatically correct college-level sentences, paragraphs, and essays.


